
Camera can point straight 
down at a document. 
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 “This is the car I was 
talking about”

Fisheye Camera Takes 
Web Conferencing to the Next Level

Projectphone Fisheye

Shoots straight ahead at conference participants

Cut & correct

Shot of the conference room

Talker located by sound 
and image extracted.

Cut & correct

Select the desired part of 
the image

CASE1

Shoots up in 360 degrees

CASE2

Shoots down at a document

CASE3

Removed from the stand to shoot anywhere

CASE4

IP Conference System Website�

http://www.global.yamaha.com/products/projectphone/
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Specification

Link PJP-50Rs for smooth 
Web conferencing

Interlock the PJP-50R with a 
PC via network
By installing the audio driver software that comes with the PJP-CAM1 

(available for download on the Web free of charge), the PJP-50R can be 

interlock as a networked PC microphone speaker. This allows you to easily 

use the PJP-50R as a Web conference microphone speaker without audio 

cables. Also, by sending the PJP-50R talker position information to a PC via 

network, the PJP-CAM1 and PJP-50R can be linked. 

When you combine the PJP-CAM1 with the PJP-50R, the camera can 

automatically shoot in the direction of the talker based on the information on 

the talker s position detected by the PJP-50R. When participating in a Web 

conference with several people it can be difficult to know who is talking. But 

because the PJP-CAM1 automatically tracks and shoots the talker, other 

participants can instantly recognize who is speaking. Also, by using the PJP-

50R microphone speaker, the sound clarity makes conferences even 

smoother. 

For complete specifications > http://www.yamaha.co.jp/english/product/projectphone/

Sound source

Delay in sound 
transmission

PJP-CAM1 Projectphone Fisheye
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Video terminal

Microphone terminal

USB port


